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electricity.?The? interest? in?micro?hydropower,?which? refers? to? installed?power?below?100?kW,? is?
increasing?since?this?is?a?solution?with?low?environmental?impact.?
Water?supply?systems?are?one?of?the?main?manmade?water?systems?presenting?potential?for?micro?




















year? and? its? effect? on? the? turbine’s? efficiency.? The? optimization? is? achieved? by? considering? the?
characteristic?and?efficiency?curves?of?a?turbine?with?different?impeller?diameters?and?simulating?the?
annual?energy?production?in?a?coupled?hydraulic?model.?







the? investments.?Also,? the?pressure? reduction?valves? locations,? if? they?exist,?are? likely? to?be? the?
optimal?solutions.?
Finally,?a?methodology?to?quantify?the?potential?for?hydropower?based?on?the?excess?energy? in?a?









A? hidroeletricidade? em? pequena? escala? está? a? surgir? como? fonte? descentralizada? para?






exploradas.?Tal?é?devido?à? falta?de? tecnologias?e?esquemas?de? instalação?específicos?para? redes?










obter?diagramas?em? colina.?A?posição? relativa?do?grupo? turbina?gerador?em? relação?à? curva? foi?
modificada?de?jusante?para?montante.?Rendimentos?da?turbina?de?cerca?de?60%?foram?encontrados.?
As? localizações?adequadas?das?turbinas?dentro?das?redes?urbanas?são? identificadas?utilizando?um?






o? seu? impacto? no? rendimento? da? turbina.? A? otimização? é? conseguida? utilizando? as? curvas?
característica?e?de?rendimentos?da?turbina?para?diferentes?diâmetros?e?o?cálculo?hidráulico?a?cada?
passo?no?tempo?é?realizado?através?de?um?solver?hidráulico?associado?ao?algoritmo.?



















L’hydroélectricité? à? petite? échelle? est? en? train? de? se? développer? comme? une? source?











urbain?et?de?présenter?un? schéma?d’installation?de?micro? turbines,?développées? spécifiquement?







par? rapport? à? la? courbe? a?été?modifiée?de? l’aval? vers? l’amont.? Les? résultats? expérimentaux?ont?
montré?des?rendements?de?la?turbine?d’environ?60%.?
Les? localisations? appropriées? des? turbines? dans? les? réseaux? sont? identifiées? en? utilisant? un?
algorithme?d’optimisation?qui?tient?compte?non?seulement?de? la?production?d’énergie?mais?aussi?
des?quantités?des?principaux?équipements?et?travaux?de?génie?civil.?Un?schéma?hydroélectrique?est?
proposé?avec?une?à?quatre? turbines?placées?dans?une? chambre? souterraine? créée?autour?d’une?
conduite? existante.? Deux? fonctions? objectif,? l’énergie? produite? et? la? valeur? économique?
respectivement,?sont?utilisées.?Un?processus?du?type?«?simulated?annealing?»?est?développé?afin?
d’optimiser? l’emplacement?d’un?nombre?de?turbines,?compte?tenu?des?changements?horaires?de?
débit? sur?une? année?moyenne? et?de? son? impact?dans? le? rendement?de? la? turbine.? Les? courbes?











Enfin,? une? méthodologie? pour? quantifier? le? potentiel? pour? l’hydroélectricité? d’un? réseau? est?
proposée? et? appliquée? dans? des? cas? d’étude.? Elle? a? permis? de? conclure? combien? du? potentiel?
énergétique? des? réseaux? il? est? possible? d’extraire? avec? le? schéma? proposé.? Une? tentative? de?
développement? d’une? méthode? conceptuelle? a? aussi? été? réalisée,? dans? le? but? d’estimer? la?
production?avec?une?turbine?sur?la?base?des?paramètres?du?réseau?et?d’une?analyse?dimensionnelle.?
????????????

























































































































































































































































































































hydropower? in?WSS? is?possible,?most?of?the?existing?applications?are? in? large?adduction?pipes?or?
reservoirs,?outside?the?urban?areas.?There?is?a?lack?of?specific?solutions?for?applications?within?the?
networks.?Moreover,?conventional?turbines?are?often?not?cost?effective?for?an?installed?power?under?






Globally,? the? present? study? aims? at? the? development? of? optimization? tools? and? discussion? of?






















































Hydropower? is? the? biggest? renewable? electrical? power? source? to? date,? providing? 13%? of? the?
electricity? in?Europe? (ESHA,?2005)?and?around?15%?of?worldwide?electricity? (Deng,?et?al.,?2012).?
Hydropower?is?the?oldest?renewable?electricity?source?and?its?share?is?considerable?since?the?1970’s?
(Figure?2.1).?In?2012,?19?countries?in?the?world?depended?on?hydropower?for?more?than?90%?of?their?
electricity? supply? (Paraguay,?Bhutan,? Laos,? Kyrgyzstan,? Zambia,?Mozambique,? Ethiopia,?Norway,?
Tajikistan,?Congo?Brazzaville,?Nepal,?Congo?Kinshasa,?Albania,?Myanmar,?Colombia,?Ghana,?Malawi,?
Central?African?Republic?and?French?Guiana)?(IRENA,?2012;?EIA,?2013).?In?2012?and?worldwide,?the?
renewable?energy?production? represented?4?699?TWh,? from?which?78%?came? from?hydropower?
(Liébard,?et?al.,?2013).??
In?the?past?200?years,?there?has?been?a?worldwide?increase?in?energy?demand.?The?world?population?


















mechanical?power,? later? for?electricity?production)? through? the?development?and? refinement?of?
water?wheels,?which?is?a?technology?known?ever?since?antiquity?(Paish,?2002).?The?invention?of?the?





allows? for?decentralized?power?generation? for? local?demand.?A?decentralized?production?has?the?
advantage?of? reducing? transmission? losses? (Weijermars,?et?al.,?2012).?This? type?of?production? is?
State?of?the?art?
7?
expected?to? increase? in?Europe,?as?a?consequence?of?the? increase?of?the?share?of?energy?supply?
technologies?coming?from?renewables?(EU,?2011).?
In?Europe,?hydropower?stations?with?an?installed?power?lower?than?10?MW?are?considered?as?small?
power?plants?whereas?the? limit?reaches?50?MW? in?China.? In?Portugal,?357?MW?with?hydropower?






of? micro?hydropower? in? human? built? environments? has? the? advantage? of? having? small?
environmental? impacts,?which?contributes? to?a?bigger?public?acceptance?of? the? technology,?and?
reduced?costs,?since?most? infrastructures?are?already? in?place.?Considering?only?the? later?type?of?
installation,? the?main?applications?of?micro?hydro?are?water? supply? systems,? sewage? treatment,?
pluvial?drainage?systems?and?irrigation?systems.?
??? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????










branches.? This? is? normally? ensured? by? Pressure? Reducing? Valves? (PRVs)? but? recent? studies? by?
Carravetta,?et?al.?(2012)?have?proposed?their?replacement?by?pumps?as?turbines?(PATs).?
The?use?of?PRVs?or?even?micro?turbines? in?a?WSS?may? seem? illogical,? since?most? systems?need?











































Many? studies? can? be? found? in? the? literature? on? optimization? of? the? positioning? of? PRVs?within?
networks,? such? as?Vairavamoorthy?&? Lumbers? (1998)? and?Araújo,? et? al.? (2006),? among? others.?
State?of?the?art?
9?
Nevertheless,? the? optimal? location? of? PRVs? cannot? be? directly? applied? for? the? case? of? optimal?

























of?0.6?TWh/year? is?used? in?wastewater? treatment,?of?which?0.5?TWh/year? is?electricity? (Bryner,?
2011).?Considering?the?population?of?Switzerland,?the?energy?consumption?is?of?approximately?60?







Recent?developments?have?shown? that? it? is?possible? to?attenuate? this?consumption?with?energy?
recovery? in? the?wastewater?systems.?The?generation?of?energy? in?a?wastewater? treatment?plant?
State?of?the?art?
10?
(WWTP)? can? be? consumed? locally? or? be? exported? to? the? grid? (Pakenas,? 1995).?Nowadays,? this?
recovery?can?be?achieved?with?methane?recovery? from?sludge?digesters,?sludge? incineration?and?
hydropower?(Zakkour,?et?al.,?2002).?However,? it? is? important?that?the?performance?of?the?system?
remains?unaffected.?
One?advantage?of?hydropower?generation?is?the?possibility?to?match?the?capacity?factor?of?a?turbine?











of? a?preliminary? treatment,? frequent?maintenance?works? are?predictable? in? these? cases? and? all?









less?compact.? In? fact?the?space?occupied?by?urban?areas? is? increasing? faster?than?the?population?
itself,? according? to? the? European? Environment? Agency? (EEA),? and? even? in? regions? where? the?

































































Water?wheels?have?been?used? since?antiquity? for? conversion?of?hydraulic?energy? to?mechanical?
energy.?They?were?originally?built?of?wood,?but?with?the?industrial?revolution?new?materials?such?as?
iron?allowed?to?improve?their?efficiency.?This?technology?almost?disappeared?in?the?1950’s?and?60’s,?













of? this? type?of?wheel,? the?diameter? is?determined?by? the?head?difference,?although? it?has? to?be?
decided?whether? the?wheel?will?be?operated?with? free?or? regulated? inflow?since? this?affects? the?















































An?advantage? in?the?use?of?a?PAT? is?the?fact?that? its?technology?has?been?explored?with?positive?
results.?According?to?the?manufacturers,?it?is?possible?to?use?PATs?with?relatively?high?efficiency,?up?
to?85%?(Ramos,?et?al.,?2010a).?Other?advantages?are?the?availability?for?a?wide?range?of?heads?and?
flows,?short?delivery? time,?availability? in?a? large?number?of?standard?sizes,?ease?of?availability?of?
spare?parts,?easy?installation?(Jain?&?Patel,?2014).?Nevertheless,?the?main?disadvantage?of?using?a?
PAT?is?the?difficulty?of?finding?the?characteristics?needed?to?select?the?correct?pump?for?a?particular?
site.?Fixed? flow? rate?PATs?are?only? suitable? for? sites?where? there? is?a? sufficient? supply?of?water?
throughout?the?year?(Williams,?1996)?and?there?is?still?no?standard?design?criteria?available?for?highly?

















It? is?usually? classified?as?an? impulse?or? jet?free? turbine?due? to? its?original?design,? similar? to? the?
Zuppinger?wheel.?However,?with?the?current?design?there? is?a?slight?positive?pressure? in?the?gap?











be? installed? inline? pipes.? Numerical? simulations? were? performed? with? ANSYS? CFX? and? three?
prototypes?were?built?for?laboratory?testing.?The?first?turbine?prototype?with?a?50?mm?radius?was?
designed?to?recover?10?m?on?each?runner?for?8.7?l/s?at?the?best?efficiency?point?(Münch?Alligné,?et?
















Within? the? scope? of? the? EU?Project? HYLOW? (HYdropower? converters? with? very? LOW? head?
differences,?2008?to?2012),?which?was?aimed?at?studying?new?hydropower?converters?for?very?low?
head?differences,?a?few?designs?were?proposed:?
? The? Rotary? Hydraulic? Pressure? Machine? (RHPM),? developed? in? the? University? of?
Southampton,? in? the?UK.?This?machine?has?a?wheel?with?a?diameter?between?1.5?m?and??
7.5?m?which? rotates? about? a? horizontal? axis.? It?was? envisaged? that? the? RHPM? could? be?




















contact?with? the? blades.?On? the? contrary,? in? reaction? turbines,? there? is? a? change? of? the? fluid’s?
pressure?as?it?passes?through?the?runner?(Quintela,?1981).?In?this?way,?the?reaction?turbines?use?the?
oncoming? flow?of?water?to?generate?hydrodynamic? lift? forces?to?propel?the?runner?blades.?Their?







?? ? ?????? (2.1)
where??? is? the?water’s?density? (kg/m3).?The?power? in? the? turbine’s?wheel? is?given?by? its?angular?
velocity? ?and?its?torque??:?
???? ? ?? ?
???







instant?a?velocity? triangle?composed?by? the?absolute?velocity??,? the? relative?velocity???and? the?
peripheral?velocity???(Figure?2.8).?
??? ? ????? ? ??? (2.4)
Considering? that? index? 1? corresponds? to? the? upstream? section? and? index? 2? corresponds? to? the?
downstream?section?of?the?runner,?the?torque?is?given?by:?
? ? ??????? ??? ?? ? ???? ??? ???? (2.5)
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???????? ??? ?? ? ????? ??? ???
???? ??
? ???? ??? ?? ? ???? ??? ????? ??




















































































?? ? ?????monetary?units?by?year????and,? reversely,?one?monetary?unit? in?year?n?will?be?worth?
? ?? ? ????? ?monetary?units?today.?Hence,?the?present?value?of?a?single?monetary?flux?occurring?in?
year??,???,?is?given?by?Equation?(2.12)?and?the?present?value?of?a?sequence?of?annual?monetary?fluxes?
is?given?by?Equation?(2.13).?
?? ? ??? ? ??? ?? (2.12)





?? ? ? ?? ? ??
?? ? ?












this? indicator? is? lower? than? the? nominal? unitary? energy?selling? price,? the? project? is? considered?
profitable?(Portela,?2000).?
??? ? ?????????????? ? ??????????? ????? ? ??????????? ???????? ? ???? ? ?







From? an? economical? point? of? view,? small?hydropower? schemes? also? have? the? advantage? of?
benefiting?in?many?countries?from?policies?favorable?to?renewable?energies.?There?is?a?generalized?






2004).? In?practice,?the?main?policy? instruments?may?be?divided? into? five?groups:?subsidies?or?tax?




price?based? instruments,? which? are? financial? schemes? that? ensure? a? premium? payment? to?
renewables?(Gan,?et?al.,?2007).?









certificate? schemes? in? Prince? Edward? Island? and? Nova? Scotia? and? tax? reliefs? nationwide? to?
















? ? ???? ??????????? ? ?????????????? ?????? (2.17)
The??????tariff?is?dependent?on?the?installed?power?according?to?Table?2.1.?This??????tariff?is?only?








































There? are? clear? advantages? in? the? exploitation?of?micro?hydropower? in?man?built? environment.?
Firstly,?there?are?small?or?non?existing?environmental?impacts;?secondly,?money?saving?from?the?use?








operations? and? relatively? small? flow? discharges? is? particularly? interesting? for? drinking? WSNs.?
However,?since?the?ideal?location?of?an?arrangement?of?turbines?in?a?meshed?urban?network?is?not?
straightforward,? there? is? need? for? simulation? and? optimization? in? the? identification? of? the? best?
solutions.?Also,?conceptual?construction?solutions?are?needed?to?guide?practitioners?in?the?detailed?
design? for? implementation?of?micro?hydropower?plants.?Finally,? the?potential?assessment?of? the?






















height?of?each? cell? is?3?m.?A? cross?flow? turbine?will?be? installed?by?passing? a?DN600? valve? that?
controls?the?intake?of?the?tank.?The?maximum?operating?flow?of?the?cross?flow?turbine?was?fixed?in?
136?l/s?and?the?minimum?in?24?l/s.?A?generation?of?about?52?MWh/year?is?estimated?in?the?original?











































nodes? represented? is? the? model? as? a? head? reservoir? and? an? upstream? tank.? The? tank? is? a?



























































































Pump?station? Hmed?(m)? Qmed?(l/s)? Pmed?(kW)? E?(MWh/year)?
1? 80? 5.4? 7? 60?
2? 45? 18.8? 13? 111?
3? 60? 5.8? 6? 48?
4? 58? 3.7? 3? 31?
























































































































a) Characteristic?curve? ?b) Efficiency?curve?
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published? in?2016? in?Renewable?Energy?and?on? the? conference?article? “Energy?production?with?a? tubular?
propeller?turbine”?by?the?same?authors?presented?in?the?28th?IAHR?Symposium?on?Hydraulic?Machinery?and?










The? installation? of? turbines? inline? a? pipe? is? particularly? attractive? for? applications? in?WSSs.? The?
present?chapter? focuses?on? the?presentation?of? the?results?of? laboratorial?experiments? from? the?
testing? of? the? 5BTP.? The? development? of? this? turbine? started? during? the? HYLOW? Project?with?
numerical? simulations? and? a? few? primary? experimental? tests,? but? laboratorial? optimization? and?
validation?with?wide?ranges?of?discharge?and?rotational?speed?were?still?needed.?In?sub?chapter?4.2?
the? background? development? of? the? turbine? is? summarized.? The? experimental?methodology? is?







IST,?one?of? the?partners,?was? involved?with? the? study?of? small?converters? for?pressurized? flows.?
Initially,? turbines? and? positive? displacement? concepts?were? investigated? but? it?was? found? that?
positive?displacement?converters?are?only?suitable?for?vary?small?discharges?and?high?heads,?leading?






effects,? as? it? has? been? verified? by? Ramos,? et? al.? (2009b),? but? also? because? the? economic? and?
manufacturing?constraints?are?not?the?same?(Sing?&?Nestmann,?2009).?To?overcome?this?limitation,?
numerical?simulations?were?done?in?the?FLUENT?model,?a?Navier?Stokes?solver,?considering?different?
turbine?configurations? (Ramos,?et?al.,?2009a).?A?k??? turbulence?model?was?used?and? the?meshes?
were?generated?with?a?TGrid?unstructured?mesh? technique?with? refinement? in?areas?of?difficult?
modelling.?TGrid? requires?a?discretized?boundary?mesh?consisting?of? triangular?and?quadrilateral?
faces? in?3D.?Four?types?of?boundary?conditions?were?defined:? inlet?and?outlet?pressure,? impeller,?
defined?as?moveable?walls?with?rotational?speed?around?the?rotation?shaft,?and?the?tubular?wall,?
with?the?imposition?of?the?condition?of?impermeability?(Simão,?2009;?Ramos,?et?al.,?2013b).?
The? initial?geometry?of?the?5BTP? is?presented? in?Figure?4.1?for?the?case?of?a?200?mm? impeller.? It?
consisted?of?a?runner?with?five?curved?blades?and?two?bulbs.?It?was?conceived?to?be?installed?in?a?90°?
curved?pipe,?to?allow?the?connection?of?a?rotating?axis?with?an?external?generator.?The?geometry?of?


















To? have? full? hill? diagrams? and? reliable? empirical? data? of? the? turbine? performance,? a? new?
experimental?installation?was?prepared?at?the?HES?SO?Valais?Laboratory,?which?is?specialized?in?small?





























































































separately? in? different? materials,? the? runner? in? bronze,? while? the? bulb? in? black? POM?




















immediately?upstream?and?downstream? the? runner?and?a? fourth?downstream? the? curve.?These?
transducers? were? connected? to? three? absolute? and? two? differential? pressure? sensors,? with?
accuracies?between??0.05%,?and??0.5%.?
The? flow? was? measured? with? an? electromagnetic? flowmeter? with? ?0.5%? of? accuracy,? the?
















system? for? drinking?water? distribution.? For? the? similarity? between? cavitation? in? the?model? and?
cavitation? in?a?prototype,? the?Thoma’s?cavitation? factor?was?considered.?The?Thoma’s?cavitation?
factor?is?a?dimensionless?number?given?by?


















To? assess? the? performance? of? the? turbine,?measurements? were? performed? in? the? installation?
covering?a?range?of?flows?between?5?and?50?m3/h?and?keeping?the?rotating?speed?constant.?For?each?




head,?were? obtained? for? each? fixed? rotational? speed.? To? define? the? efficiency? curves,? i.e.? the?


















maximum? is? reached?and? then? it?slowly?starts? to?decrease.?Nevertheless,? the?mechanical?power?
always? increases?with?the? increase?of?the?discharge,?showing?that?the?augmentation?of?the?head?











The? turbine? specific? speed???? is? defined? as? the? speed? of? a? geometrically? similar? turbine? that,?









? ??????? ??? ? ??? ??? ??? ?? ?? ? (4.3)

















Additional? measurements? were? performed? in? runaway? conditions,? where? the? generator? was?
physically? detached? to? eliminate? any? supplementary? friction.? In? this? conditions,? no? power? is?
produced?and?the?rotation?speed?increases?with?the?discharge.?It?is?imperative?to?know?the?rotation?




































speed? to? estimate? an? average? variability? of? the? results? and? obtain? an? estimation? of? the? error?
associated?with?the?experimental?procedure.?The?rotation?speed?was?fixed?at?1000?rpm,?as? it? is?a?












































are? approximately? aligned? over? a? single? curve? although? the? rotation? speed? varies.? This? can? be?









? ? ??????? 
(4.7)








































































Figure?4.17?? Characteristic?curve?considering?the?maximum?mechanical?power?production.  
??? ???????????



























































































Resources?Management.? Sub?chapters? 5.4? and? 5.5? is? based? on? the? scientific? articles? “Opportunity? and?
economic?feasibility?of?inline?micro?hydropower?units?in?water?supply?networks”?by?I.?Samora,?P.?Manso,?M.?





















tank?offers?conditions? for? turbine? regulation?and?attenuates? the?effect?of?daily?variations? in? the?
turbine?operation.?In?this?sub?chapter?5.2,?a?model?was?developed?to?optimize?the?operation?of?a?





























limitations? of? the?machinery,? the? size? of? the? tank? and? the? characteristics? of? the? demand.? The?
restrictions?related?with?the?machinery?are?the?flow?discharged?by?the?valve?V2?and?the?maximum?
and?minimum? flows? through? the? turbine.?Regarding? the? tank,? the?shape?and?volume?are?usually?
defined?by? the?necessities?of? the?downstream?network?and? the? topographic? conditions.?As? this?
model?is?meant?for?a?WSN,?restrictions?related?with?water?quality?in?the?tank?may?also?be?necessary,?
thus?minimal?daily?and?monthly?variations?may?also?be?imposed.?
An? algorithm?was? developed? to? estimate,? for? each?month,? the? level? variation? in? the? tank? that?
maximizes?the?energy?production?with?the?defined?restrictions.?The?genetic?algorithm?was?used?to?
minimize?the?following?objective?function:?









The? optimization? algorithm? searches? for? the? series? of? inflows? that? leads? to? the? highest? energy?
production,?calculated?through?Equation? (5.2),?respecting?the? limits?of?volume?and?the?daily?and?


































? If?????? ? ?,?all?valves?are?closed.?
? if? ???? ? ??????,?V1?is?closed?and?V2?is?opened.?
? else,?V1?is?opened,?and?V2?is?closed.?
If?the?optimization?algorithm?does?not?provide?any?possible?solution,? it?may?occur?that?the?given?















would? only? be? used? for? the? real?time? regulations? (representing? the? ??????? in? Figure? 5.2).?





























occurrence?of?a?daily?pattern?obtained? from? the?minimum?registered? flows? in?each?hour? for? the?


















































February? 44192? 42801? 44192? 27321? 44192? 37661?
March? 48789? 46670? 48730? 32295? 48948? 45701?
April? 46877? 46972? 46877? 37448? 47025? 49049?
May? 49623? 49227? 49623? 40319? 49702? 50369?
June? ?? 47862? ?? 47198? ?? 46831?
July? ?? 47067? ?? 48707? ?? 42973?
August? ?? 45471? ?? 48310? ?? 42456?
September? ?? 48265? ?? 45219? ?? 48389?
October? 50593? 50942? 49663? 42631? 51354? 52099?
November? 49159? 48481? 49893? 40731? 49011? 44969?
December? 50225? 45423? 50329? 35422? 50910? 49111?
Semi?total? 339458? 330516? 339306? 256167? 341143? 328960?















The? developed?methodology? allows? estimating? a?monthly? operation? that? optimizes? the? energy?





























































the?use?of?micro?turbines? for?electricity?generation? in?WSNs.? In?WSNs,?particularly? in?cities?with?
considerable? geodesic? differences,? areas? exist? where? the? pressure? is? greater? than? necessary.?
However,?as? referred? in? the? state?of? the?art,? the?choice?of?placement?within?a?network? is?not?a?









(Rutenbar,? 1989;? Youssef,? et? al.,? 2001).? A? brief? review? of? this? technique? together? with? its?








in? a? network.? This? goal? is? achieved? by? applying? a? simulated? annealing? process? coupled?with? a?
hydraulic?solver? to?maximize? the?energy?production? through? the?minimization?of?a?cost? function?
defined?as?
???? ? ? ? ?????????? ? (5.3)

















as?a? singular?energy?drop?whose?head?loss? coefficient? is? calculated?as?a? function?of? the? turbine?
characteristic?curve.?
Simulated?annealing?is?a?probabilistic?method?based?on?the?process?of?heating?of?steel?and?ceramics?
and? consists? of? a? discrete?time? inhomogeneous?Markov? chain? (Bertsimas? &? Tsitsikis,? 1993).? A?
Markov?chain?is?a?sequence?of?random?variables?in?which?each?variable?depends?only?on?the?state?
of? the? system? of? the? previous? iteration.?Moreover,? simulated? annealing? is? not? a? pre?defined?
mechanical? sequence? of? computations? but? a? strategy? for? solving? combinatorial? optimization?
problems?(Rutenbar,?1989).?
The?method?begins?with?an?initial?feasible?solution?(Figure?5.6),?in?this?case?it?is?a?particular?position?
vector?of?a?number?of? turbines? in? the?network,? to?which?a? cost? value? is?associated?as?given?by?
Equation? (5.3).? In? each? iteration,? a? small? random? change? is? applied? to? the?previous? solution? to?
generate?a?new?solution,? referred? to?as?a?neighbor?solution,?with?a?different?cost?value? (Azizi?&?
Zolfaghari,?2004).?The?neighborhood??????of?a?solution???is?a?set?of?solutions,?known?as?neighbors,?




with? the? total? solution? space? cardinality? because? the? process?might? not? occur? sufficiently? fast.?
Nevertheless,?if?the?size?of?the?neighborhood?is?too?large,?the?algorithm?might?not?be?able?to?focus?
on?specific?areas?(Henderson,?et?al.,?2003).?Adaptive?neighborhoods?have?been?proposed?by?several?
authors,?particularly? for?problems?with? continuous? variables? (Chapallaz,?et?al.,?1992;?Yao,?1993;?
Martins,?et?al.,?2012)? in?which?the?size?of?the?neighborhood?changes?according?to?the?previously?




























? ? ??? ???? ? ?? ???? ?
? (5.6)




cost? function,? i.e.,?mean? and? variance? (Varanelli?&? Cohoon,? 1999;?Walid,? 2004).?However,? the?













imposed? by? regulatory? organizations? for? design? and? safety? reasons.? These? restrictions? can? be?







Based? on? an? initial? scenario? with? no? turbines? installed,? the? model? begins? by? associating? an?
appropriate? impeller?diameter?with?each?branch?of? the?network.?The?definition?of?a?diameter? is?
accomplished?by?stating?that?the?flow?for?which?a?turbine?should?have?the?best?efficiency?is?the?70th?




The? branches? are? ordered? by? potential? for? energy? production,? corresponding? to? an? average?
production?calculated?with?the?maximum?and?minimum?flows?of?the? initial?scenario?(Qi)?and?the?
head?drop?that?would?be?obtained?in?the?turbine?with?these?flows,?as?shown?in?Equation?(5.8):?




? From?an?initial?solution?? ? ???? ??? ? ? ???,?where?n?is?the?number?of?turbines?and????is?the?
location?of?each? turbine,?a?new?solution?? ? ???? ??? ? ? ???? is?generated?by?applying? the?
neighborhood?function?to?each???.?
? The?neighborhood?function?is?given?by?













































































































Order? Position? ? Order? Position?
1? 335? ? 11? 123?
2? 127? ? 12? 333?
3? 139? ? 13? 14?
4? 142? ? 14? 67?
5? 206? ? 15? 121?
6? 156? ? 16? 164?
7? 57? ? 17? 293?
8? 128? ? 18? 107?
9? 163? ? 19? 102?
10? 116? ? 20? 37?
First?stage?of?neighborhood?definition?
In?an?initial?stage,?the?installation?of?one?and?two?turbines?without?any?restrictions?apart?from?the?






recording? of? previous? visited? solutions? such? that? they? are? not? repeated.? Allowing? repetition? of?
solutions?means?that?the?algorithm?will?waste?iterations?analyzing?position?vectors?that?have?already?





















iteration? of? occurrence.? For? analysis? of? the? speed? of? convergence,? the? average? iteration? of?
occurrence?of?the?best?solution?is?also?presented.?The?more?often?the?maximum?value?is?reached,?
the?more? robust? the?model?will? be.? The? sooner? the? solution? is? reached,? the? faster?will? be? the?
convergence.?
Table?5.3?? Definition?of?the?neighborhood?functions?of?the?first?stage.?




N? N? N? N? N? N?

















































































Neighborhood?function? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5? 6?
????????(MWh)? 60? 60? 60? 60? 60? 60?
? ? ??? 333? 333? 333? 333? 333? 333?
????? 12? 12? 12? 12? 12? 12?






























1? 2? 3? 4? 5? 6?
????????(MWh)? 128? 128? 128? 128? 128? 128?
? ? ???? ???? (333,?335)? (333,?335)? (333,?335)? (333,?335)? (333,?335)? (333,?335)?
????? (12,?1)? (12,?1)? (12,?1)? (12,?1)? (12,?1)? (12,?1)?





















advantage? of? guaranteeing? a? good? solution? but? does? not? guarantee? finding? the? optimal? one.?
Moreover,? it? is? clearly?better? to?define? the?neighborhood?as?an? increase?of?potential?whenever?
possible.?Function?5? is?faster,?but? is?successful? less?frequently?than?functions?3?and?4.?Function?3?






For? the? chosen?neighborhood? function,? the? installation?of?one? and? two? turbines?was? simulated?









3. Restrict?the? installation? in?the?branch?with?the?second?highest?potential?(ID=127? in?Figure?
5.12and?Table?5.2);?
4. Restrict?the?installation?in?ID=335?and?ID=127;?






















Case?type? 1? 2? 3? 4?
?????? ?(MWh)? 128? 111? 128? 102?
? ? ???? ???? (333,?335)? (127,?333)? (333,?335)? (14,?333)?
????? (12,?1)? (2,?12)? (12,?1)? (13,?12)?
Reached?in?n°?of?


















of?occurrence? 90? 55? 61? 113?
The?best?solution?was?found?in?all?runs?for?the?installation?of?one?turbine.?For?case?type?1,?the?best?
solution?is?also?the?solution?with?the?highest?order?of?potential,?and?thus,?it?is?the?initial?solution.?
For? the? installation?of? two? turbines,?all? cases?were? considered? to? verify? the? convergence?under?




























N? N? N? 1? 1?




















































































Neighborhood?function? 4? 7? 8? 9? 10?
????????(MWh)? 262? 167 262 262? 262
? ? ???? ??? ???? (127,?333,?335) (14,?333,?335) (127,?333,?335) (127,?333,?335)? (127,?333,?
335)?
????? (2,?12,?1) (13,?12,?1) (2,?12,?1) (2,?12,?1)? (2,?12,?1)
Reached?in?n°?of?runs? 3? 3 3 10? 10?
Iterations?when?reached?









60? 85 182 116? 142
It?is?important?to?note?that?the?definition?of?functions?9?and?10?only?differs?beyond?the?50th?iteration?
(Table?5.8).?The?average?iteration?of?occurrence?for?function?9?is?116,?whereas?for?type?10,?it?is?142.?










Case?type? 1? 2? 3? 4?
Installation?of?
two?turbines?
????????(MWh)? 128? 111? 128? 102?
? ? ???? ???? (333,?335)? (127,?333)? (333,?335)? (14,?333)?
????? (12,?1)? (2,?12)? (12,?1)? (13,?12)?
Reached?in?n°?of?























????????(MWh)? 262? 147? 167? 132?







????? (2,?12,?1)? (13,?2,?12)? (13,?12,?1)? (13,?4,?12)?
Reached?in?n°?of?



























trapped? in? a? position? vector? in?which? all? neighboring? solutions? had? already? been? visited.? This?
situation?illustrates?the?disadvantage?of?not?allowing?the?repetition?of?solutions.?In?addition,?for?the?
installation? of? three? turbines,? all? cases? showed? good? convergence,? therefore? validating? the?
application?of?this?neighborhood.?
The?installation?of?one,?two?and?three?turbines?correspond?to?a?recovery?around?1%,?2%?and?5%,?




















energetic?potential,? the?best? solutions?were?not? the? combinations?of? the?branches?with?highest?
energetic?potential.?This?indicates?the?need?for?a?detailed?analysis?in?terms?of?daily?variation?of?flow?
and?turbine?efficiency.?
??? ????????????????? ????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
????? ?????????????


























and? turbulence).? Therefore,? the? runner? diameter? (Dt)? is? usually? inferior? to? the? diameter? of? the?














1 – Existing parent pipe (Dp); 
2 – HP contraction taper; 
3 – Straight pipe (Dt); 
4 – Turbine runner module (Dt); 
5 – 45° bend (Dt); 
6 – Generator; 
7 – LP enlargement taper; 
8 – Electric cubicle; 




Another? important? factor? is? the? possibility? to? isolate? the? chamber? for?maintenance.? This? is? an?
important?aspect?to?take?into?account?also?during?construction.?Nevertheless,?since?most?WSN?are?























For? energy? production? optimization,? the? objective? (or? cost)? function? to?minimize? is? defined? by?
Equation? (5.3).? The? following? new? features?were? implemented? to? the? algorithm,? improving? the?
computation?of?the?produced?energy:?







each?branch? is? selected?according? to? the?experimental? curves.? In? this?phase,? the?highest?
recorded? flow? in?each?branch,?according? to? the?hourly?available?data,? is?assumed?as? the?
design?flow?rate.?





in? case? the? initial? values? induced?pressures?below? the? limit?or? interfered?with?particular?
restrictions? concerning? the? discharge? rates;? either? decreasing,? to? match? the? highest?
discharge?flow?for?the?situation?with?the?turbine?installed,?optimizing?the?installed?power.?
3. A?specific?minimum?pressure?restriction?was?assumed,?according?to?the?Swiss?Directive?for?
Water? Supply? (SVGW,? 2013).? In? fact,? the?minimum? service? pressure? in? Switzerland? is? a?
function?of?the?average?number?of?building?stories.?A?service?pressure?of?10?m?should?be?
available? at? the? highest? floor,? and? most? buildings? should? be? equipped? with? pressure?

















???? ? ? ???????????? ? (5.10)












prices? (Table?5.11)?were? selected?based?on? available?databases? (EPFL,?2015;?Gabathuler,?et? al.,?
2015).?The?stainless?steel?pipes?include?flanges?and?tapers.?All?straight?pipes?are?at?least?as?long?as?
three?times?the?diameter?to?minimize?turbulence?influence?and?flow?separation?zones.?The?walls?of?
the? chamber? were? assumed? in? reinforced? concrete? with? an? average? thickness? of? 40? cm.? The?
excavation?was?defined?assuming?that?the?chamber?is?fully?buried?with?the?top?slab?at?surface?level?
and?excavation?side?slopes?at?1:1? (H:V).?The?volume?of?earth? fill?was?assumed? to?be?10%?of? the?
excavated? volume.? The? electromechanical? equipment? includes? the? generators,? the? frequency?
converter,?the?turbines,?the?electrical?cubicles?and?the?connection?to?the?local?electricity?network.?
Both?the?flowmeters?and?the?maintenance?valves?are?installed?in?pipes?with?the?same?diameter?as?
the? turbines.? For? feasibility? purposes? a? linear? cost? function?was? adopted? for? the? single? bill? of?
quantities?item?related?with?equipment.?For?most?technological?elements?within?this?item?there?are?
proven?mature?solutions,?except?for?the?5BTP?turbine?for?which?average?prices?of?other?turbine?types?
were? considered?assuming? it?will? reach?a? similar?development? level.?After? screening?of?possible?
solutions?of?location?and?installed?capacity,?the?detailed?design?for?a?specific?site?will?require?specific?
cost?functions?or?market?quotations?for?each?equipment? item?allowing?refinement.?The?costs?for?






























with? the? same? distribution? of? hourly? flows? as? described? in? 5.3.3.? However,? a? supplementary?
restriction?concerning?the?downstream?boundary?condition?was?added.?As?before,?it?was?assumed?




adequate? supply? to? the?downstream? consumers? and?must? remain?within? acceptable? limits.?The?
maximum?relative?flow?differences?obtained?between?an?“initial?condition”,?without?turbines,?and?


































































































?? 142? 191?656? 159?036? 133?625? 46.6?
Without?142? 156? 191?000? 158?484? 133?154? 46.5?
Without?142?and?156? 128? 190?209? 157?818? 132?586? 46.3?
Without?142,?156?and?
128?
57? 190?209? 157?818? 132?586? 46.3?
2?
?? (142,?142)? 200?099? 166?235? 139?856? 48.4?
Without?142? (156,?156)? 199?249? 165?520? 139?245? 48.2?
Without?142?and?156? (57,?57)? 198?226? 164?658? 138?509? 48.0?
Without?142,?156?and?
57?
(163,?163)? 198?226? 164?658? 138?509? 48.0?
3?
?? (15,?37,?57)? 241?700? 193?954? 156?761? 68.2?
Without?57? (15,?37,?128)? 241?700? 193?954? 156?761? 68.2?
Without?57?and?128? (15,?37,?163)? 241?700? 193?954? 156?761? 68.2?
Without?57,?128?and?
163?
(15,?37,?156)? 238?889? 191?572? 154?713? 67.6?
4?
?? (15,?17,?107,?142)? 290?142? 233?505? 184?386? 80.9?
Without?142? (15,?17,?107,?156)? 289?592? 233?046? 188?997? 80.8?


















































































N°?of?turbines? ?? E?(MWh)? Pmax?(kW)?
QT_average?
(l/s)? HT_average?(m)? ?Tu_average? Dp?(mm)? Dt?(mm)?
1?
127? 46.6? 7? 85? 14.3? 0.52? 300? 160?
142? 46.6? 7? 85? 14.3? 0.52? 300? 160?
206? 46.6? 6? 85? 14.3? 0.52? 250? 160?
139? 46.6? 6? 85? 14.3? 0.52? 250? 160?
156? 46.5? 6? 85? 14.3? 0.52? 250? 160?
128? 46.3? 6? 85? 14.3? 0.52? 250? 160?
57? 46.3? 6? 85? 14.3? 0.52? 250? 160?
2?
(127,?294)? 48.9? 7+?1? 85?+?15? 14.3?+?3.0? [0.52,?0.47]? [250,?300]? [160,?105]?
(142,?294)? 48.9? 7?+?1? 85?+?15? 14.3?+?3.0? [0.52,?0.47]? [250,?250]? [160,?105]?
(139,?294)? 48.9? 7?+?1? 85?+?15? 14.3?+?3.0? [0.52,?0.47]? [250,?250]? [160,?105]?
(206,?294)? 48.9? 7?+?1? 85?+?15? 14.3?+?3.0? [0.52,?0.47]? [250,?250]? [160,?105]?
(142,?142)? 48.4? 3?+?3? 87?+?87? 6.9+?6.9? [0.56,?0.56]? [250,?250]? [195,?195]?
(156,?156)? 48.2? 3?+?3? 86?+?86? 6.8+?6.8? [0.56,?0.56]? [250,?250]? [195,?195]?
(57,?57)? 48.0? 3?+?3? 86?+?86? 6.8+?6.8? [0.56,?0.56]? [250,?250]? [195,?195]?






















































































































a) One?turbine? b) Two?turbines

































































































































































a) One?turbine? b) Two?turbines
























































































































































































Figure? 5.21? shows? the? benefit?cost? ratio? (B/C)? for? the? analyzed? solutions,? considering? that? the?
benefits?correspond?to?the?revenues?obtained?from?selling?all?the?electricity?generated?at?the?feed?
in?tariff?rate:?
??? ? ??????? ? ? ????????? ??????? ? (5.11)
a) One?turbine? b) Two?turbines
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is? redundancy? in? the? supply?of? the?downstream?network? (type?A)?and? therefore?do?not? require?
provision?of?a?valve?isolated?bypass.?This?underlines?the?importance?of?the?arrangement?type?on?the?
overall?cost.? It?can?be?concluded?also?from?Figure?5.21?that?the?average?B/C?diminishes?with?the?




on? the? characteristics? of? the? case? study,? in? particular? on? the? imposed? restriction? on? the? outlet?
discharge.?For?a?case?where?the?full?network?is?known,?it?could?pay?off?to?place?all?four?turbines?in?





































is?assumed?to?be? installed?either? in? line?with?the?valve,?either?replacing? it? in?the?same?chamber.?
Hence,?the?construction?costs?(concrete,?excavation?and?earth?fill)?are?omitted.?Since?these?solutions?
tend? to?be? cheaper? than? installing? in?new? locations,? they?were? given?priority?within? the? search?
algorithm.?In?these?cases,?it?was?assumed?that?the?valve?ensures?a?constant?downstream?pressure?













are? thus? given?by? the? electricity?buying? tariff? and? the?difference?between? the? electrical? energy?
needed?for?pumping?in?a?situation?with?the?turbines?installed?and?the?energy?needed?for?pumping?
in? the? initial? situation? (without? turbines).? The? considered? buy?price? depends? on? the? period? as?
indicated?in?Figure?3.14.?








































1? 2986? 60.5? 8.1? 165? 17.6? 95.7? 258? 2? 1?
2? (2986,?2986)? 120.9? 16.2? 165? 35.2? 191.3? 521? 1? 1?
3? (2986,?2986,?2986)? 131.7? 17.8? 155? 44.4? 239.9? 569? 1? 1?
4? (2986,?2986,?2986,2987)? 136.2? 18.5?
165,?
135? 43.4? 275.4? 586? 1? 1?
2nd?best?
solution?
1? 2730? 60.5? 8.1? 165? 17.6? 95.7? 250? 3? 2?
2? (2730,?2730)? 120.9? 16.2? 165? 35.2? 191.3? 513? 2? 1?
3? (2730,?2730,?2730)? 131.8? 17.8? 155? 44.4? 240.0? 561? 2? 1?
4? (2730,?2730,?2730,?2987)? 136.2? 18.5?
165,?
135? 43.4? 275.4? 575? 2? 1?
3rd?best?
solution?
1? 2987? 1.5? 0.2? 85? 3.4? 11.3? 5? 7? 3?
2? (2987,?2987)? 1.3? 0.2? 85? 3.7? 17.1? 5? 7? 4?
3? (2987,2987,?2987)? 1.1? 0.2? 85? 3.9? 21.5? 4? 8? 4?
4? (2982,2982,?2987,?2987)? 1.6? 0.3? 85,?95? 4.5? 29.3? 5? 12? 6?
The? location? in? the?network?of? the? retained?solutions? is?shown? in?Figure?5.23.? In?Table?5.15? the?







According?to?these?results,? it?can?also?be?concluded?that?the? installation?of?three?turbines? in?one?




production? is?presented?with? the????????????? for?4%,?6%?and?8%?discount? rates? to?analyze? the?
Optimization?of?the?locations?for?micro?hydropower?in?water?supply?systems?
95?


























a) One?turbine? b) Two?turbines
?
?



















































































































































a) One?turbine? b) Two?turbines
?



















































































































































































2986? 121.7? 13.9? 270? 19.1? 95.7?
Not?considering?construction?costs?for?the?sites?where?PRVs?are?located?may?reveal?to?be?optimistic.?
Hence,?a? second?batch?of? simulations?were? carried?out? considering? that?additional? construction?
works?will?be?necessary?to?enlarge?and?adapt?the?existing?chamber.?Site?conditions?being?very?varied?







was? imposed?on? the?network.?A?new?energetic?equilibrium?was?computed? for? these?conditions,?
leading?to?a?new?energy?production?estimate?for?the?network.?Considering?the?same?costs?as?in?the?
previous? solutions,? the?????????????was? recalculated.? The? results?of? this? sensitivity? analysis? are?
presented?in?Table?5.17,?which?can?be?directly?compared?with?Table?5.15.?
Table?5.17??Fribourg?case?study:?Previous?solutions?with?80%?of?the?consumption.?
















Considering? that? the? consumption? was? decreased? and? that? the? energy? production? is? highly?


























network? of? the? city? Fribourg,? both? in? Switzerland.? It? was? concluded? that? the? arrangement? is?
economically?feasible?for?both?the?analyzed?case?studies.?
For?the?case?of?Lausanne,?the?identified?locations?belong?mostly?to?the?main?path?of?the?network,?
and? it?comes?with?no?surprise? that? the?most? favorable? locations?correspond? to? the?highest? flow?
discharges,?depending?on?the?available?head.?With?the?performed?simulations,?it?was?concluded?that?
a?larger?energy?production?does?not?imply?better?economic?value.?This?is?justified?by?the?different?
investment? costs? of? the? solutions.? Also,?with? the? presented? arrangement,? the?most? profitable?
configuration? is? the? installation?of? two? turbines? in? the? same?chamber.?The?energy?production? is?







be?concluded?that?the? installation?of?three?turbines? in?one?pipe?represents?a?smaller? increase?of?
energy? production? from? two? turbines? than? the? increase? of? energy? production? of? installing? two?
turbines?when?compared?to?one?turbine.?This?is?due?to?the?effect?of?obstruction?of?flow?discharge,?






















of?the?5BTP.?Figure?5.27?plots?the? investment?costs?and?the? installed?power?as?a? function?of?the?
maximum?pipe?discharge?and,?consequently,?the?diameter?of?the?runner.?Figure?5.27?was?obtained?




2. Order? all? pipes? by?maximum? discharge? and? select? a? feasible? number? to? analyze? (20? for?
example)?of?the?highest?discharges.?









These? steps? allow? for? preliminary? identification? of? potential? locations? in? a? network? for? the?
installation?of?a?micro?hydropower?plant?with?one?turbine?in?the?network.?However,?a?more?detailed?
simulation,?as?proposed?in?the?methodology,?is?required?to?ensure?that?the?minimum?pressure?in?all?




















































































In? this? Chapter,? the? placement? of? turbines? in? WSN? was? analyzed? in? the? search? for? optimal?
configurations?and?operations.?The?main?concern?lied?with?ensuring?that?the?quality?of?service?of?the?
WSN,?since?supplying?water?to?the?consumers?is?the?fundamental?function?of?the?system,?would?not?
be? affected? by? the?micro?hydropower? plants.? This? evaluation? allowed? concluding? that? the? best?
placements?for?turbines?in?WSN?are:?






These? conclusions?were?obtained?with? the?use?of?optimization?algorithms? that? considered?both?
energy? production? and? economic? value.? The? application? of? the? developed? search? algorithm? for?
identifying?ideal?locations?could?be?interesting?in?two?situations:?the?evaluation?of?harvesting?energy?
potential?in?existing?WSN;?and?during?the?design?of?new?WSN.?In?an?existing?WSN,?the?presence?of?
PRVs?will? likely? lead? to? the?conclusion? that? replacing? them?with? turbines? is? the?most? interesting?
solution?due?to?the?use?of?existing?infrastructure.?However,?for?cases?with?no?PRVs,?the?algorithm?
can?give?useful? insight?on? turbine?placement.?Moreover,? the?optimization?allows? to? infer?on? the?
number? of? turbines? do? install.? In? the? design? of? a? new?WSN,? the? placement? of? turbines? can? be?















operations,? a?measure? of? the? excess? energy? available?within? the? city’s? network,? indicating? the?
potential?of?that?network?to?be?used?for?hydropower,?is?useful?for?WSS?managers.?





elevations,? on? the? existence? of? tanks? and? valves,? on? the? pipes?materials? and? diameters? and,?
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extracted? from? the? flow?without? causing? pressure? below? the?minimum? in? any? other? point.? To?
quantify?how?much?of?the?excess?energy?is?available?for?hydropower?production,?critical?points?must?
then?be?identified.?The?critical?point?corresponds?to?the?position?in?a?network?where?the?difference?


















the?point? that?was? at?minimum?pressure?before.? If? the?new? critical?point? is? considered? for? the?










the?network?geometry,?available? consumption?data? (discharges?distributed?along? the?WSN)?and?
minimum?pressures?to?be?assured?at?every?node.?
The? consumption? that? leads? to? the? average? lowest?pressure? in? the?network? is? identified? in? the?
analysis.?The?nodes?that?do?not?fulfill?the?criteria?of?minimal?pressure?under?these?conditions?are?





?? ? ??? ? ???? ???? (6.2)
where?the?index???refers?to?the?ID?of?all?pipes?connecting?to?the?node??,?





energetic? equilibrium? in? the? network? that? needs? to? be? calculated.? If? the?minimum? pressure? is?
satisfied?in?all?the?consumptive?nodes?after?the?network?recalculation,?the?extracted?head?is?given?
by?the?imposed?head?loss,?and?the?available?power?in?that?node?is?given?by?the?head?and? ??? ???.?





accepted?only? if?there? is?an? increment? in?the?calculation?of?the?power,?to?ensure?that? it?does?not?
negatively?affect? the?nodes?previously?gathered.? If? it? is?not?accepted,? the? following?highest??? is?
tested?and?so?forth?until?there?is?an?acceptance?or?the?valid?nodes?are?exhausted.?
















Also,? two?cases?were?considered,? the?case?of?no?consumption? in? this?new?node?and? the?case?of?
Evaluation?of?the?energy?potential?in?urban?water?supply?networks?
108?







It? is? not? possible? to? use? the? results? of? the? optimization? of? energy? production? (Table? 5.12)? for?










in? the? pipe? where? the? turbine? is? installed? is? much? smaller? than? in? the? case? with? equivalent?
consumption.?
Table?6.2?? Energy?production?with?the?5BTP?in?Lausanne?sub?grid?1?with?downstream?node.?
Nt? Condition?in?downstream?node? Eprod?(MWh/year)? Eprod/?Epot?
1? No?consumption? 2.65? 6%?Equivalent?consumption? 90.68? 46%?
2? No?consumption? 6.53? 14%?Equivalent?consumption? 181.36? 91%?
3? No?consumption? 8.78? 19%?Equivalent?consumption? 183.91? 93%?
4? No?consumption? 8.78? 19%?Equivalent?consumption? 186.60? 94%?
Lausanne?WSN?2?




























































When? considering? a? turbine? such? as? the? 5BTP,? the? power? that? it? can? generate? at? each? instant?
depends?exclusively?on?the?discharge?rate?and?on?the?rotational?speed,?as? long?as?the?pressure? is?
available.? Considering? only? a? characteristic? curve?with? variable? speed? such? as? Figure? 4.17,? the?







































????? ? ???????? (6.5)











































? ? ? ?????kg/m3?:?water?density;?




? ?? ? ? ????????:?link?density,?which?is?the?number?of?links?divided?by?the?maximum?possible?
links?(Yazdani?&?Jeffrey,?2011);?
? ? ? ????:?link?per?node?ratio?(Yazdani?&?Jeffrey,?2011);?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ??:?number?of?independent?loops?for?single?source?networks?(Yazdani?&?Jeffrey,?
2011);?





































































least? squared?method? to? curve?fit? the? exponents? of? equation? (6.9).? For? each? expression,? the?
coefficient? of? determination? (R2)?was? obtained? comparing? the? simulated? value? of?????with? the?
modeled?????.?All?estimations?of?R2?between?simulated?energy?and?calculated?with?the?proposed?
expressions? are? presented? in? Figures? A.33? to? A.58? of? Appendix? C.? In? these? graphics? it? is? also?
presented?the?estimation?of?energy?production?with?each?expression? in?the?case?study?sub?grids?
Lausanne?WSN?1?and?Lausanne?WSN?2.?
From? Table?6.7? it? appears? that?most? combinations? give? good? estimations,? since? the?R2? is?often?
superior? to? 0.9.? The? best? expression? according? to? this? criterion? is? number? 2.? However,? other?



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Real?value? 90.68? 0.01? ??
1? 4.01? 0.33? 3756.02?
2? 7.55? 0.35? 3455.02?
3? 1.52? 0.34? 3975.20?
4? 2.41? 0.48? 3896.12?
5? 4.18? 0.56? 3741.58?
6? 4.71? 1.98? 3697.01?
7? 32.98? 3.27? 1669.98?
8? 45.64? 5.79? 1030.95?
9? 34.23? 3.77? 1600.46?
10? 35.53? 4.67? 1531.86?
11? 28.14? 3.43? 1961.19?
12? 29.57? 3.41? 1872.72?
13? 226.43? 0.69? 9214.57?
14? 35.53? 4.67? 1531.86?
15? 33.71? 3.73? 1629.53?
16? 28.82? 3.35? 1919.02?
17? 33.96? 3.04? 1613.35?
18? 37.81? 4.47? 1407.45?
19? 35.86? 4.34? 1512.20?
20? 33.96? 3.04? 1613.35?
21? 58.17? 1.67? 529.85?
22? 49.96? 0.44? 829.33?
23? 51.07? 0.31? 784.46?
24? 49.03? 0.25? 867.28?










































The? two? equations? obtained,? Equation? (6.10)? and? Equation? (6.11),? are? both? dependent? of? the?
equivalent? length???,?on? the?maximum? flow? in? the?network?????,?and?on????and???,?distances?




























The?aim?of? this?Chapter?was? to?analyze? the?possibility?of?evaluating? the?potential?of?a?WSN? for?
hydropower?without?resorting?to?long?and/or?detailed?simulations.?
The? first?methodology?proposed?estimates? the?potential? for?hydropower? in?urban?water? supply?
networks?based?on?an?available?energy? concept.? It? is?applied? to? several? case? study?networks? in?
Switzerland?(two?sub?grids?of?Lausanne?and?the?complete?network?of?Fribourg)?and,?for?comparison,?
the? optimization? algorithm,?model? 2? from? Chapter? 5,?was? used? to? estimate? the? actual? energy?
production?in?the?best?locations?of?the?network?with?the?5BTP.?
Figure?6.19?presents?the?potential?energy,?based?on?the?available?energy?assessment?method,?and?
the? energy? produced?with? one? turbine,? obtained? from? simulation,? for? the? four? presented? case?









































economic? interest.?However,?the?second?method,?developed? in?this?sub?chapter?6.3,? intends?not?




































most? relevant?variables.?Taking? into?account? that? this?parameter? is?also?used? in? the?method? for?
expedite? assessment? presented? in? sub?chapter? 5.5,? this? conclusion? appears? to? be? logic.? It? is?
interesting?to?notice?that?the?maximum?flow?is?not?enough,?however,?to?infer?the?energy?production?













The?use?of?micro?hydropower? in?WSS?has?many?advantages,? since? it?can?be?considered?a?green?





The? performance? of? a? novel? micro?turbine,? the? 5BTP,? was? characterized? experimentally? in??
Chapter?4.?This?procedure?intended?to?answer?to?the?first?research?question?initially?raised?in?the?























The? optimization? algorithm?was? developed? based? on? the? simulated? annealing? strategy? and? an?
analysis?of?conversion?was?carried,?considering?different?restrictions.?The?search?algorithm?was?then?
applied?to?two?case?studies,?a?sub?grid?of?the?Lausanne?WSN?and?the?entire?WSN?of?Fribourg.?Both?
case?studies?resulted? in?positive?results,?concluding?that?the? installation? is?feasible.?The?obtained?
results?from?the?simulations?and?optimizations?allowed?concluding?that?the?most?favorable?locations?






network? has? a? direct? influence? on? the? distribution? of? the? discharge? flows,? flow? direction? and?
pressures.?The? risk?of? inducing? fragility? in? the?network?should?be?analyzed? resorting? to?different?
consumption?scenarios.?
Finally,? methods? are? proposed? to? estimate? the? energy? potential? for? any? network? for? micro?
hydropower?with?the? intention?of?answering?the?third?research?question:?how?much?potential? is?




while? respecting? demand? conditions? and? pressure? limits.? This? methodology? is? based? on? the?
identification?of?critical?points?where?the?energy? line? is?closest?to?the? limit?pressure.?The?head? in?
these?critical?points?is?sequentially?removed?and?the?effect?of?these?imposed?head?losses?taken?into?
account?in?the?network’s?equilibrium.?However,?such?methodology?cannot?be?directly?related?to?the?







the? energy? produced?with? one? 5BTP? based? on? geometrical? characteristics? of? the? network? and?
consumption? information.? To? reach? this? prediction,? a? dimensional? analysis? was? performed? on?
synthetic? networks? constructed?with? constant? topography? and? in? accordance?with? a? few? rules?
concerning?diameters.?Although?this?method?displayed?difficulties?in?being?applied?to?real?networks,?






the?5BTP? turbine;?an?optimization?algorithm? that? identifies? the?optimal? locations? in?networks? to?












Furthermore,? there? has? been? only? one? in?situ? experiment? of? the? 5BTP.? Different? in?situ?











































































































































































































































































































































































































































Q?(m3/h)? H?(bar)? Ht?(bar)? M1?(bar)? M2?(bar)? M3?(bar)? T?(°C)? Tmec?(Nm)? N?(rpm)?
5.808215? 0.00897? 0.011121? 1.808672? 1.81162? 1.81126? 20.21381? 0.064592? 48.1?
6.538288? 0.013083? 0.014807? 1.819145? 1.844444? 1.841757? 20.23285? 0.088216? 50.6?
5.131912? 0.007225? 0.010037? 1.826756? 1.832693? 1.842988? 20.04928? 0.051975? 48.8?
7.476216? 0.016095? 0.016511? 1.853497? 1.857229? 1.851954? 20.22297? 0.102827? 51?
8.40894? 0.021147? 0.020336? 1.84408? 1.851378? 1.850997? 20.15191? 0.131231? 50.8?
9.68347? 0.028351? 0.025943? 1.87216? 1.86118? 1.872081? 20.12548? 0.172972? 50.1?
10.98263? 0.035543? 0.031612? 1.907388? 1.911603? 1.881568? 20.27413? 0.213305? 50.4?
12.34528? 0.048154? 0.03989? 1.942685? 1.922397? 1.887793? 20.21385? 0.278315? 51.3?
13.95248? 0.062359? 0.04985? 1.953491? 1.956469? 1.911992? 20.15613? 0.356261? 52?
15.67082? 0.07835? 0.061794? 1.985146? 1.969552? 1.915106? 20.19191? 0.446099? 52.2?
17.71852? 0.101671? 0.078492? 2.020884? 1.991152? 1.931443? 20.10789? 0.570148? 49.2?
19.72221? 0.127863? 0.097037? 2.037488? 2.02826? 1.95714? 20.16496? 0.712645? 52?
22.10405? 0.157706? 0.119448? 2.111056? 2.08437? 1.968136? 20.16918? 0.87908? 53.1?
24.42834? 0.197348? 0.146699? 2.148442? 2.137056? 2.009704? 20.15252? 1.097092? 51.5?
26.66152? 0.23552? 0.17338? 2.188243? 2.181524? 2.03333? 20.07396? 1.300419? 52.4?
28.46878? 0.26909? 0.197928? 2.239136? 2.235604? 2.060353? 20.05571? 1.49025? 53.3?
30.44363? 0.306327? 0.224094? 2.306468? 2.302567? 2.092853? 20.01277? 1.693147? 52?
32.44844? 0.346835? 0.25359? 2.381243? 2.359157? 2.102757? 19.97103? 1.918162? 52.4?
34.4629? 0.393341? 0.286201? 2.433123? 2.407231? 2.141783? 19.91117? 2.172729? 53.1?
36.67598? 0.44313? 0.321324? 2.495628? 2.469505? 2.168682? 19.84963? 2.445717? 51.7?
39.45669? 0.512484? 0.37063? 2.608472? 2.550044? 2.187395? 19.81212? 2.822724? 53.8?
42.01089? 0.581957? 0.420886? 2.660615? 2.643803? 2.23614? 19.69557? 3.203571? 50.4?
44.31996? 0.646391? 0.466293? 2.739625? 2.717782? 2.265683? 19.55585? 3.551596? 47.1?
46.61333? 0.713837? 0.514037? 2.82119? 2.79092? 2.294763? 19.4754? 3.915991? 47.8?
9.326416? 0.017963? 0.019396? 1.752671? 1.749451? 1.750515? 19.01031? 0.103335? 249?
9.902941? 0.021774? 0.021148? 1.78793? 1.787205? 1.780593? 19.0202? 0.119321? 247.4?
10.41156? 0.024893? 0.023601? 1.800509? 1.802478? 1.788737? 19.05268? 0.133348? 249.9?
11.26286? 0.029773? 0.027951? 1.820202? 1.810465? 1.792263? 19.0081? 0.161746? 247.2?
11.92415? 0.035458? 0.031684? 1.840809? 1.797443? 1.795773? 19.01012? 0.193116? 247.2?
12.71831? 0.041249? 0.035861? 1.840772? 1.828757? 1.816071? 19.02664? 0.223967? 248.1?
13.61977? 0.047988? 0.041486? 1.881778? 1.863717? 1.826824? 19.05501? 0.257095? 251.1?
15.00438? 0.059948? 0.050011? 1.903456? 1.888865? 1.859408? 18.94961? 0.318348? 250.4?
16.31949? 0.072093? 0.058971? 1.897702? 1.952273? 1.88496? 18.97852? 0.3856? 251.5?
18.15758? 0.092698? 0.074453? 1.971791? 1.969301? 1.906223? 18.98359? 0.497789? 254.5?
19.79128? 0.109973? 0.086904? 2.007608? 1.996009? 1.924266? 18.91209? 0.589451? 250.6?
21.45397? 0.131735? 0.102683? 2.036334? 2.032985? 1.939178? 18.88871? 0.705562? 252.2?
23.54705? 0.16092? 0.122351? 2.086831? 2.098378? 1.967308? 18.92235? 0.8657? 250.2?
25.13735? 0.185775? 0.141626? 2.110438? 2.103277? 1.985422? 18.84465? 1.007305? 252?
27.05417? 0.215728? 0.162725? 2.175014? 2.146504? 2.011381? 18.84781? 1.169622? 248.6?
28.8799? 0.249642? 0.187122? 2.220268? 2.232734? 2.047267? 18.70714? 1.353998? 253.6?
31.16961? 0.291862? 0.216274? 2.243546? 2.211815? 1.998468? 18.6995? 1.579349? 249.9?
33.29163? 0.33445? 0.246372? 2.280582? 2.271634? 2.031504? 18.62329? 1.806947? 252.5?
35.4723? 0.382743? 0.280351? 2.346276? 2.33191? 2.071886? 18.60297? 2.066003? 249.5?
37.21985? 0.420984? 0.308564? 2.400232? 2.35591? 2.076794? 18.50437? 2.277047? 249.3?
38.94264? 0.46207? 0.337361? 2.460007? 2.444538? 2.1149? 18.44905? 2.498979? 251.8?
41.27656? 0.521947? 0.380001? 2.539226? 2.535635? 2.153749? 18.33573? 2.816546? 254.1?
Appendices?
144?
Q?(m3/h)? H?(bar)? Ht?(bar)? M1?(bar)? M2?(bar)? M3?(bar)? T?(°C)? Tmec?(Nm)? N?(rpm)?
43.12164? 0.576851? 0.41979? 2.604892? 2.58889? 2.183734? 18.13272? 3.115944? 249.5?
45.45467? 0.637001? 0.463176? 2.71592? 2.670552? 2.224527? 17.84147? 3.449911? 249?
47.73482? 0.706949? 0.511007? 2.811666? 2.789561? 2.292801? 17.25961? 3.817429? 248.1?
13.20365? 0.029199? 0.029566? 1.95881? 1.956701? 1.937581? 21.53266? 0.126688? 501.7?
13.8881? 0.033984? 0.033302? 1.985585? 1.977782? 1.955324? 21.53371? 0.150678? 499.9?
14.634? 0.040257? 0.038123? 2.005872? 1.993387? 1.970341? 21.55685? 0.180077? 501.5?
15.2027? 0.045438? 0.041907? 1.981027? 1.973864? 1.951155? 21.38868? 0.202169? 500.8?
16.25061? 0.05351? 0.047719? 2.014977? 2.013508? 1.974906? 21.38908? 0.24978? 498.5?
17.06574? 0.061018? 0.053126? 1.859234? 1.863957? 1.817406? 21.38725? 0.283668? 498.7?
18.38298? 0.074369? 0.062939? 1.911968? 1.905613? 1.859734? 21.26582? 0.356612? 500.6?
20.13264? 0.092307? 0.075721? 1.975733? 1.970543? 1.908213? 21.28827? 0.453011? 499.4?
21.8353? 0.112952? 0.090568? 2.02751? 2.02945? 1.942859? 21.25957? 0.560641? 501.7?
23.77749? 0.138878? 0.109978? 2.075309? 2.063128? 1.970779? 21.18739? 0.689329? 499.2?
25.44749? 0.165363? 0.129995? 2.107319? 2.100929? 1.983104? 21.18382? 0.830415? 499.6?
27.42353? 0.195427? 0.152767? 2.14474? 2.143427? 2.004143? 21.18053? 0.969878? 500.8?
29.31215? 0.226443? 0.175925? 2.207161? 2.196811? 2.025954? 21.15797? 1.127042? 500.6?
31.1476? 0.26156? 0.20224? 2.191982? 2.18261? 1.990055? 21.10948? 1.321086? 502.4?
33.22888? 0.298443? 0.230221? 2.227901? 2.22984? 2.007234? 20.97781? 1.509153? 499.4?
35.38738? 0.344461? 0.264431? 2.29511? 2.280603? 2.027529? 21.03353? 1.759499? 498.5?
37.375? 0.391741? 0.299671? 2.340142? 2.323493? 2.044016? 20.94258? 2.000602? 500.8?
39.67173? 0.442746? 0.337445? 2.421748? 2.39263? 2.074669? 20.81727? 2.298388? 501?
42.28563? 0.508021? 0.38525? 2.484147? 2.480459? 2.105847? 20.73295? 2.631988? 499.2?
44.96244? 0.580051? 0.437809? 2.572847? 2.552468? 2.131651? 20.60743? 3.006063? 501.7?
47.7827? 0.65883? 0.494941? 2.686498? 2.651753? 2.173807? 20.46919? 3.445622? 499.2?
13.84025? 0.018171? 0.021372? 1.891589? 1.899626? 1.886814? 19.89455? 0.052662? 750.3?
14.27498? 0.021657? 0.024347? 1.914311? 1.90878? 1.893335? 19.91412? 0.067815? 749.8?
15.00311? 0.026585? 0.028626? 1.911588? 1.908122? 1.8996? 19.88723? 0.0891? 750.3?
15.94648? 0.03403? 0.034296? 1.945554? 1.933072? 1.915608? 19.87318? 0.122251? 750.7?
16.68843? 0.040747? 0.040315? 1.89266? 1.870337? 1.848826? 19.9949? 0.152821? 749.8?
17.51606? 0.046244? 0.044832? 1.902959? 1.890942? 1.853337? 19.97443? 0.180217? 749.6?
18.05302? 0.050779? 0.048441? 1.979866? 1.978693? 1.925313? 19.76303? 0.202585? 751.2?
18.64489? 0.057518? 0.053403? 1.994905? 1.973509? 1.937322? 19.72881? 0.232234? 750.7?
19.2518? 0.06183? 0.057073? 2.010827? 2.006472? 1.967062? 19.68836? 0.25338? 749.1?
19.7858? 0.068229? 0.061908? 2.061798? 2.049838? 1.987456? 19.68331? 0.284768? 750.3?
20.79021? 0.078394? 0.069762? 2.070985? 2.064208? 2.010994? 19.58656? 0.337915? 749.4?
21.68966? 0.087881? 0.076801? 2.050046? 2.039768? 1.974885? 19.51494? 0.389935? 749.4?
22.43477? 0.097667? 0.084437? 2.072319? 2.055097? 1.990029? 19.49681? 0.43827? 750.7?
23.37546? 0.107874? 0.09199? 2.092716? 2.072354? 1.994648? 19.41606? 0.492735? 749.1?
24.2473? 0.118729? 0.099785? 2.129852? 2.12629? 2.032169? 19.43714? 0.542369? 749.1?
25.80317? 0.140214? 0.115427? 1.978651? 1.97394? 1.867543? 19.23198? 0.647833? 749.8?
27.31123? 0.162875? 0.131526? 2.020488? 1.995764? 1.882434? 19.15531? 0.7627? 750.5?
28.60514? 0.183573? 0.146409? 2.067107? 2.046659? 1.906854? 19.12528? 0.868104? 750.7?
29.96081? 0.205663? 0.162783? 2.078812? 2.07118? 1.926476? 19.06753? 0.97798? 750.7?
31.44564? 0.230197? 0.180384? 2.118987? 2.112963? 1.940311? 19.03665? 1.108713? 749.8?
32.80814? 0.25734? 0.199759? 2.160432? 2.138809? 1.956578? 18.99358? 1.238348? 750.7?
34.12285? 0.284251? 0.219651? 2.201649? 2.171544? 1.969365? 18.92744? 1.368566? 749.6?
35.80089? 0.319055? 0.246007? 2.233764? 2.217053? 1.990359? 18.86838? 1.555123? 749.4?
37.62534? 0.358563? 0.275911? 2.283963? 2.276527? 2.014765? 18.71963? 1.745697? 749.6?
39.75175? 0.408152? 0.31282? 2.373876? 2.351713? 2.051898? 18.55808? 1.993395? 749.6?
42.33295? 0.472209? 0.360784? 2.465141? 2.435659? 2.085421? 18.54428? 2.331948? 751.4?
45.08903? 0.543151? 0.413779? 2.552704? 2.512947? 2.116599? 18.30759? 2.686963? 750?
47.76066? 0.620689? 0.472822? 2.644441? 2.612047? 2.150987? 18.16486? 3.08078? 750.5?
21.98841? 0.04228? 0.042738? 1.893025? 1.89546? 1.86063? 22.45359? 0.08399? 1249.9?
22.89432? 0.050377? 0.04996? 1.908881? 1.905558? 1.867473? 22.46037? 0.116846? 1249.7?
23.52178? 0.058994? 0.057493? 1.933094? 1.916876? 1.871017? 22.40549? 0.148873? 1249.9?
24.26036? 0.067084? 0.064002? 1.925616? 1.916145? 1.875206? 22.43039? 0.181434? 1250.2?
25.09106? 0.076977? 0.072354? 1.960938? 1.952709? 1.891843? 22.43395? 0.227054? 1249.7?
25.85463? 0.086263? 0.080128? 1.976213? 1.962852? 1.901455? 22.33567? 0.268877? 1250.2?
26.41546? 0.093177? 0.086146? 2.010998? 2.001749? 1.918324? 22.37694? 0.304793? 1250.6?
27.30945? 0.103764? 0.095264? 2.017382? 2.013209? 1.926727? 22.38198? 0.356822? 1249.9?
Appendices?
145?
Q?(m3/h)? H?(bar)? Ht?(bar)? M1?(bar)? M2?(bar)? M3?(bar)? T?(°C)? Tmec?(Nm)? N?(rpm)?
28.02832? 0.114963? 0.104067? 2.036425? 2.019699? 1.930297? 22.32193? 0.409261? 1250.4?
28.90952? 0.126559? 0.113624? 2.069128? 2.058654? 1.949725? 22.32287? 0.465039? 1250.4?
29.64706? 0.1381? 0.122705? 2.018775? 2.004828? 1.890177? 22.21134? 0.520021? 1249.9?
30.7341? 0.154276? 0.13561? 2.037705? 2.020752? 1.899117? 22.158? 0.598517? 1249.7?
31.80059? 0.17035? 0.148492? 2.072563? 2.051129? 1.917452? 22.14725? 0.675601? 1249.7?
33.02485? 0.189118? 0.163078? 2.09665? 2.079803? 1.931726? 22.03211? 0.766277? 1250.6?
33.93552? 0.207097? 0.177108? 2.120676? 2.091108? 1.935393? 21.9817? 0.853898? 1250.2?
35.22362? 0.226536? 0.191901? 2.096859? 2.072211? 1.8955? 21.87113? 0.946427? 1250.8?
36.45785? 0.250453? 0.210009? 2.135175? 2.107744? 1.909989? 21.77952? 1.063419? 1250.4?
37.42037? 0.272196? 0.225903? 2.14552? 2.131218? 1.92585? 21.66833? 1.166947? 1249.7?
39.18178? 0.306056? 0.251186? 2.240829? 2.210542? 1.973456? 21.32104? 1.336836? 1251.1?
40.4649? 0.334807? 0.271512? 2.271696? 2.255889? 1.999344? 21.17601? 1.478835? 1249.2?
42.21584? 0.374365? 0.300627? 2.331916? 2.298559? 2.017169? 21.05566? 1.676125? 1250.8?
43.7602? 0.411998? 0.327047? 2.369054? 2.347501? 2.038774? 20.86543? 1.863416? 1249.9?
45.60555? 0.457572? 0.360155? 2.447473? 2.425628? 2.080052? 20.59879? 2.09293? 1249.5?
47.91027? 0.517868? 0.404231? 2.513216? 2.495976? 2.107848? 20.46826? 2.401057? 1250.2?
26.32142? 0.061483? 0.059495? 1.959657? 1.938587? 1.897386? 20.03319? 0.102708? 1500.3?
27.05131? 0.070258? 0.06703? 1.977504? 1.989541? 1.91725? 19.96987? 0.140198? 1500.3?
27.60699? 0.077762? 0.073318? 2.005872? 1.999717? 1.9166? 19.98771? 0.170305? 1499.9?
28.16636? 0.083944? 0.079227? 2.017884? 1.999603? 1.928853? 19.94136? 0.201995? 1500.3?
29.08151? 0.097938? 0.090799? 2.025912? 2.033812? 1.934234? 19.93508? 0.262445? 1500.1?
29.89651? 0.110133? 0.101341? 2.057456? 2.043635? 1.9545? 19.88844? 0.318591? 1499.9?
30.97239? 0.126143? 0.114907? 2.080359? 2.04587? 1.954004? 19.83015? 0.392002? 1500.5?
32.30481? 0.144401? 0.130091? 2.115773? 2.095706? 1.978373? 19.80712? 0.481613? 1499.9?
33.49854? 0.163437? 0.146066? 1.990592? 1.964952? 1.832167? 19.54987? 0.573024? 1499.4?
35.02772? 0.189463? 0.167186? 2.014232? 2.007761? 1.851986? 19.4859? 0.696956? 1499.6?
36.73345? 0.218712? 0.190098? 2.077896? 2.044657? 1.866619? 19.41615? 0.834775? 1499.4?
38.24533? 0.246992? 0.212793? 2.106145? 2.075314? 1.877693? 19.35966? 0.970559? 1499.6?
39.99768? 0.283318? 0.241034? 2.138832? 2.101393? 1.884525? 19.26348? 1.142269? 1499.6?
41.67724? 0.319089? 0.268353? 2.173272? 2.162409? 1.909738? 19.16312? 1.322533? 1500.3?
43.86601? 0.366676? 0.304536? 2.248705? 2.217923? 1.928289? 19.0297? 1.554415? 1499.9?
46.03048? 0.419574? 0.343818? 2.31121? 2.28204? 1.953799? 18.87184? 1.817287? 1500.3?
48.15193? 0.476432? 0.384696? 2.388121? 2.354634? 1.988588? 18.58461? 2.087276? 1500.1?
30.42306? 0.077111? 0.072898? 1.998827? 1.990405? 1.922452? 25.46279? 0.124? 1750.3?
31.30607? 0.090924? 0.085239? 2.001111? 1.99214? 1.921697? 25.3511? 0.169084? 1750.3?
32.18224? 0.103692? 0.09626? 2.033993? 2.027537? 1.938767? 25.32947? 0.21781? 1749.6?
33.22442? 0.118634? 0.109253? 2.055433? 2.039764? 1.946853? 25.29984? 0.286728? 1749.1?
34.5341? 0.139389? 0.126684? 2.090601? 2.079534? 1.960558? 25.29124? 0.376359? 1750.3?
35.73351? 0.161185? 0.144646? 2.15319? 2.114191? 1.975812? 25.13437? 0.47382? 1750.5?
37.24026? 0.186641? 0.166537? 2.072062? 2.06272? 1.906184? 25.06034? 0.5908? 1750.3?
39.01797? 0.218823? 0.193395? 2.110485? 2.105736? 1.921571? 24.99767? 0.746948? 1750?
40.84731? 0.256258? 0.223686? 2.173167? 2.149927? 1.938532? 24.80184? 0.917702? 1749.6?
42.99417? 0.29828? 0.25717? 2.227107? 2.189403? 1.953742? 24.65194? 1.118905? 1750.3?
44.77556? 0.339072? 0.28939? 2.248161? 2.229937? 1.960866? 24.56751? 1.315864? 1750?
46.48728? 0.378059? 0.319796? 2.314356? 2.290599? 1.988854? 24.34344? 1.508264? 1749.1?
48.034? 0.412864? 0.34673? 2.365114? 2.342832? 2.010159? 24.13404? 1.673736? 1749.1?
34.48047? 0.099238? 0.092148? 2.007735? 1.999931? 1.916827? 23.63945? 0.125947? 2000.2?
35.16465? 0.10797? 0.100318? 2.023782? 2.017324? 1.922296? 23.61449? 0.169531? 1999.7?
35.81646? 0.119099? 0.1103? 2.044785? 2.032673? 1.933666? 23.5775? 0.214703? 1999.5?
36.33702? 0.128174? 0.118171? 2.047686? 2.036378? 1.933687? 23.51674? 0.253127? 2000?
37.13115? 0.141827? 0.13008? 2.078779? 2.054756? 1.940374? 23.44181? 0.312023? 1999.7?
38.19315? 0.159465? 0.145164? 2.099217? 2.106742? 1.953991? 23.39956? 0.389137? 1999.5?
39.30766? 0.181238? 0.163603? 2.126862? 2.104468? 1.965421? 23.24058? 0.481736? 2000.7?
40.50745? 0.202477? 0.181609? 2.169976? 2.146339? 1.978583? 23.18088? 0.575167? 1999.3?
42.00571? 0.232357? 0.206938? 2.194086? 2.172478? 1.983049? 23.08485? 0.715342? 2000.2?
43.66351? 0.26855? 0.236809? 2.277936? 2.255768? 2.022798? 22.61367? 0.881286? 1999.3?
45.66427? 0.31205? 0.273065? 2.337288? 2.312434? 2.049164? 22.44226? 1.089593? 1999.3?
48.04802? 0.365747? 0.315913? 2.219943? 2.200916? 1.896011? 22.20802? 1.344956? 2000.4?
46.33396? 0.168897? 0.153143? 2.040151? 1.980473? 1.863912? 21.86895? 0.156432? 2750.7?
46.8456? 0.17843? 0.161907? 2.049929? 2.018697? 1.87489? 21.55145? 0.194374? 2749.8?
Appendices?
146?
Q?(m3/h)? H?(bar)? Ht?(bar)? M1?(bar)? M2?(bar)? M3?(bar)? T?(°C)? Tmec?(Nm)? N?(rpm)?
47.61869? 0.192703? 0.175352? 2.079044? 2.056281? 1.890377? 21.38912? 0.248514? 2748.9?
48.36838? 0.209069? 0.18993? 2.099308? 2.072896? 1.900376? 21.26037? 0.314129? 2750.2?
38.26097? 0.118386? 0.109153? 2.013269? 2.005793? 1.911395? 20.88131? 0.122434? 2249.2?
38.91855? 0.129225? 0.118961? 2.048468? 2.025789? 1.917297? 20.80226? 0.172398? 2250.1?
39.39115? 0.139107? 0.127919? 2.047103? 2.038514? 1.925577? 20.73554? 0.212587? 2249.7?
40.10737? 0.150474? 0.138152? 2.074742? 2.056106? 1.92946? 20.70056? 0.26882? 2250.1?
40.9919? 0.16523? 0.150685? 2.104883? 2.10204? 1.951911? 20.58384? 0.328716? 2248.8?
41.72609? 0.180684? 0.16453? 2.127484? 2.093791? 1.944957? 20.46603? 0.395474? 2250.4?
42.57327? 0.195144? 0.177277? 1.969955? 1.935393? 1.777032? 20.24204? 0.459969? 2249.5?
43.96623? 0.227267? 0.203718? 2.018758? 1.988447? 1.798009? 20.12911? 0.59742? 2249.7?
46.18696? 0.273949? 0.24439? 2.060856? 2.033155? 1.805395? 19.90088? 0.809346? 2249.5?
48.28337? 0.322296? 0.284327? 2.127187? 2.100002? 1.825827? 19.53688? 1.039003? 2249.7?
41.55297? 0.128951? 0.117847? 1.940922? 1.936485? 1.813334? 19.2425? 0.082716? 2499.8?
42.18999? 0.140648? 0.128421? 1.978075? 1.948831? 1.824908? 19.10989? 0.13997? 2500.1?
42.92421? 0.155352? 0.141861? 2.00022? 1.960549? 1.830339? 19.00946? 0.193535? 2500.5?
44.32859? 0.180952? 0.16509? 2.03119? 1.99543? 1.843869? 18.82978? 0.306355? 2499.6?
45.66882? 0.210389? 0.190341? 2.037664? 2.022084? 1.844485? 18.86448? 0.434875? 2500.3?
47.04623? 0.239799? 0.216787? 2.08955? 2.065035? 1.854801? 18.74599? 0.568246? 2499.6?
48.47917? 0.270807? 0.243296? 2.112829? 2.089448? 1.85729? 18.69223? 0.697648? 2499.6?
17.35702? 0.026137? 0.028046? 1.940674? 1.938357? 1.929429? 17.60655? 0.053411? 999.8?
17.74445? 0.030073? 0.031218? 1.951917? 1.953086? 1.941718? 17.58589? 0.066169? 1000.2?
18.25567? 0.033652? 0.034146? 1.982501? 1.97036? 1.949543? 17.56134? 0.083798? 1000?
19.21095? 0.041825? 0.040992? 1.986396? 2.008147? 1.964? 17.57141? 0.120991? 999.8?
20.32954? 0.052459? 0.049728? 2.034549? 2.009015? 1.976383? 17.57625? 0.166502? 999.8?
21.43763? 0.062679? 0.058676? 1.953807? 1.956329? 1.911379? 17.50479? 0.215414? 1000?
22.63223? 0.076273? 0.069943? 1.992201? 1.990773? 1.926778? 17.48576? 0.281195? 1000?
23.52788? 0.08633? 0.077895? 2.008718? 1.992819? 1.934585? 17.45122? 0.331181? 1000.2?
24.64324? 0.0978? 0.087556? 1.974693? 1.95628? 1.884056? 18.16146? 0.388351? 999.5?
25.75439? 0.11525? 0.100363? 2.058931? 2.018159? 1.929544? 17.39923? 0.468699? 1000.2?
26.66502? 0.1268? 0.109718? 2.000023? 2.000415? 1.900322? 18.01208? 0.525058? 999.8?
27.70175? 0.13927? 0.119319? 2.101278? 2.10158? 1.982724? 17.16628? 0.593617? 1000.2?
29.40324? 0.162323? 0.13768? 2.069567? 2.034017? 1.909479? 18.01185? 0.70529? 1000.2?
31.552? 0.201177? 0.165605? 2.171513? 2.159794? 2.011828? 17.10622? 0.893012? 999.3?
35.83609? 0.277643? 0.220718? 2.284448? 2.258709? 2.046552? 17.05646? 1.280458? 999.8?
39.87019? 0.362947? 0.282518? 2.352479? 2.331518? 2.083269? 17.01089? 1.718856? 1000.9?
44.04111? 0.466201? 0.35554? 2.49261? 2.478341? 2.122163? 16.95441? 2.219426? 998.8?






Q?(m3/h)? H?(bar)? Ht?(bar)? M1?(bar)? M2?(bar)? M3?(bar)? T?(°C)? Tmec?
(Nm)?
N?(rpm)?
3.532763? 0.000844? 0.005718? 1.941856? 1.942343? 1.945169? 21.11488? 0? 129?
7.087146? 0.003856? 0.008417? 1.944755? 1.935798? 1.948393? 21.12354? 0? 386?
10.82479? 0.008559? 0.012737? 1.961145? 1.972361? 1.969065? 21.15467? 0? 632?
12.29173? 0.011121? 0.014888? 1.982367? 1.992905? 1.982211? 21.12048? 0? 725?
13.60513? 0.013431? 0.016766? 1.999375? 1.993753? 1.984492? 21.13471? 0? 806?
14.92497? 0.016338? 0.019533? 1.993695? 1.981179? 1.981657? 21.10387? 0? 899?
16.28104? 0.019551? 0.021943? 2.018332? 2.012519? 1.997635? 21.13185? 0? 981?
17.68064? 0.022476? 0.024592? 2.022196? 2.012964? 2.000249? 21.13306? 0? 1064?
18.92385? 0.026324? 0.027774? 2.046798? 2.039623? 2.012999? 21.15487? 0? 1151?
20.38139? 0.029817? 0.030938? 2.055254? 2.062291? 2.028104? 21.1656? 0? 1233?
21.71021? 0.033873? 0.034396? 2.056028? 2.059226? 2.031121? 21.13124? 0? 1319?
22.92357? 0.037651? 0.037801? 2.058287? 2.046258? 2.029919? 21.13834? 0? 1402?
24.65931? 0.04354? 0.042476? 2.093868? 2.088343? 2.054342? 21.01206? 0? 1500?
25.95913? 0.047596? 0.046467? 1.968015? 1.956034? 1.915055? 21.03377? 0.004276? 1582?
27.18262? 0.051571? 0.050661? 1.970385? 1.970469? 1.923889? 21.05856? 0? 1664?
28.55392? 0.057807? 0.055085? 1.991702? 1.972226? 1.927973? 20.82989? 0.012331? 1745?
29.92856? 0.062519? 0.059702? 1.990937? 1.971795? 1.93208? 20.76144? 0.025135? 1826?
31.24744? 0.069087? 0.064969? 2.014209? 2.000216? 1.946983? 20.70885? 0.037069? 1911?
32.46552? 0.07535? 0.070467? 2.015467? 1.988788? 1.942362? 20.66239? 0.043657? 1995?
33.88337? 0.081408? 0.07554? 2.056424? 2.017609? 1.96948? 20.52421? 0.044781? 2079?
35.23482? 0.087959? 0.081101? 2.051665? 2.065852? 1.988088? 20.42587? 0.03804? 2158?
37.11821? 0.09727? 0.089442? 2.085153? 2.065415? 1.990054? 20.30285? 0.042444? 2272?
38.70479? 0.105634? 0.096744? 2.087993? 2.071392? 1.992336? 20.13564? 0.042748? 2369?
39.96677? 0.113385? 0.10344? 2.111657? 2.104644? 2.012789? 20.00611? 0.04331? 2456?
41.66152? 0.121745? 0.111055? 2.145805? 2.117378? 2.025092? 19.85595? 0.043588? 2549?
43.04939? 0.130496? 0.118378? 2.184716? 2.149632? 2.039909? 19.69795? 0.04365? 2635?
44.29153? 0.139256? 0.125628? 2.027884? 2.001296? 1.893417? 19.34799? 0.042918? 2723?
45.61385? 0.148226? 0.133567? 2.044897? 2.017059? 1.90214? 19.23711? 0.04334? 2810?
47.24079? 0.157889? 0.141932? 2.071209? 2.042681? 1.916105? 19.0565? 0.045296? 2900?
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